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La Grand Poste wins the 2021 Real Estate Society Award
Liege, February the 25th 2021 – La Grand Poste was just awarded the 2021 RES Award in the "(semi) public development" category at Tour & Taxis. The entire team is delighted with this national
recognition.
A meaningful recognition
It is with great pleasure that the team of La Grand Poste was awarded the RES Award on Thursday 24
February at the Maison de la Poste at Tour & Taxis. The award ceremony was organized by the Real
Estate Society, the alumni association of the Master in Real Estate of the Antwerp Management School,
which rewarded three projects for its 4th edition: La Grand Poste, in the "(semi-)public development"
category; Combattants, in the "commercial development" category and Qville in the "residential
development" category.
A meaningful recognition from real estate professionals, who have unanimously praised the
remarkable achievements of the designers and the teams in charge of the building’s refurbishment.
The prize is also a welcome testimony of the influence of La Grand Poste, on top of the Liege Heritage
Prize already awarded to the former post office in December. Furthermore, the building is currently a
finalist for the "Office Space of the Year" prize, awarded by CBRE Belgium, as well as for an award at
the MIPIM - the international market for real estate professionals - in the "Best Refurbishment"
category.
An exceptional refurbishment
Located in the heart of Liège, La Grand Poste is home to a community of creatives and entrepreneurs
with a focus on the digital, media and entertainment industries. A multidisciplinary environment that
connects five different spaces together: an inspiring (co)working space; a food market, a bar & rooftop;
a brewery; a place to host startup support programs and the media campus of the University of Liege.
A place to work, but also to meet, get informed, share, learn and have fun.
Developed by Noshaq and BPI Real Estate with a budget of €40 million, the refurbishment of La Grand
Poste was orchestrated by the architectural firm Altiplan, BPC Group, the engineering firm Lemaire
and Ellyps and the interior designers duo behind Two Designers. An extraordinary project that stands
out for the innovative solutions implemented to meet the challenges that arose throughout the
refurbishment: modernizing the building while preserving its heritage, bringing together various
audiences, offering creative catering in an open food market, attracting professionals without
alienating the general public, etc. The result? A convergence of energies working together to revitalize
a very symbolic building in the heart of Liège, in a neighborhood on its way to becoming a true creative
district in the city centre.
Everyone is welcome
Inaugurated in September 2021, La Grand Poste brings together more than 400 professionals, six
restaurants, a brewery with a production capacity of 1,000,000 liters, a dozen programs to support
startups and 100 students. A true totem of Liège's creative district, it is an open place of emulation
that aims to bring together and unite the city's energies. A space available to professionals and the
public.
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